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There is a story you have not read... because it has not been written yet! The story has two parts, one about you, and one about the Museum. Your part is financial, about your income, and how to guarantee some of it for life. The Museum's part is the future, how to help you keep control— and how to continue printing books and articles about its newest discoveries. These different parts can come together in a charitable income trust. There are many variations, but all offer something reassuring for you— lifetime income. In some cases, for more income than you are receiving now. Every year, for the rest of your life. And because these are charitable trusts, the funds you supply to create them are partially deductible as a gift. Lifetime income and a charitable deduction—that's an interesting story.

Now comes the Museum part. The funds you invest will form the basis of an endowment for publications. Your gift and others' will help assure future generations of readers who will be able to learn about archaeology and anthropology through The University Museum. Lifetime income and a charitable deduction for you, the future for the Museum. That's quite a story!
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